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29th – 2nd November 2018

Eaglet News
It has been great to see the children getting straight back into the swing of
things after the half term break! We have been learning about lots of different
facts about the ocean and the amazing creatures that live there. We were
very excited to explore our new role play area and have a go in the
submarine.
In Nursery, we have been practising our early inference skills to interpret
clues and discover facts. We explored different sea creatures and listened
to clues to help us work out the mystery sea creatures.

Upcoming Events
26th November & 3rd December
Parents’ evenings
18th December Ladybirds
Christmas performance
19th December Butterflies
Christmas performance
20th December Nursery Christmas
performance

Stars of the week
Nursery – Alejandro

Eaglet Fund
As it is now the beginning of a half term, the next £4 eaglet fund is due. Please pass this along
to your class teacher. Thank you.
Tapestry
Thank you to everyone who has accessed their tapestry account. Hopefully you have enjoyed
seeing observations on your child. Please remember that you can also upload home
observations to show us learning that the children are doing outside of school. These
observations can be used to support their assessments.

RO – Jonah

Library books
Please be aware that Reception’s library day has moved to a Thursday. In order for your child
to take a new library book out they must have returned their previous library book by
Thursday.

Autumn Leaves

RC – Olivia

To support Nursery’s learning about autumn next week, please collect any interesting leaves,
conkers, pine cones, or other interesting natural objects and send them in next week.
Donations will be greatly appreciated!
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Reception
Our learning
This week in pictures

Next week
Physical Development
We will be using different materials to build a water obstacle course.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be looking at the book ‘Commotion in the Ocean’ and writing descriptive
sentences about the animals in the book.
Mathematics
We will be taking our first look at 3D shapes and spotting some in our environment.
Understanding the World
We will be testing materials to see which is the most appropriate to use for a
scuba suit.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be creating our favourite sea creature using a wide range of materials.
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Nursery
Our learning
This week in pictures

Careful looking and copying to make observational drawings of
Spotty Dot the turtle.
Next week
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
We will be exploring this term’s school value of ‘love’.
Physical Development
We will continue to develop our skills in negotiating space with circles games in
the large playground.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be reading the book Leaf Man and developing our vocabulary around
autumn experiences.
Mathematics
We will be working on recognizing numerals 1-5.
Understanding the World
We will be talking about Bonfire Night as well as the changes we observe in
nature in autumn time.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be learning collage techniques using natural objects.
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